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ABSTRACT

This study presents the development of an image processing technique for studying the dynamics

behaviors of vapor bubbles in a two-phase bubbly flow. It focuses on the quantitative assessment of some

basic parameters such as a local bubble size and size distribution in the range of void fraction between 003 <

a < 007. he iage processing methodology is based upon the computer evaluation of high speed motion

pictures obtained from the flow field in the region of underdeveloped subcooled flow boi1ing for a variety of

experimental conditions. This technique has the advantage of providing computer measurements and

extracting the bubbles of the two-phase bubbly flow. Tis method appears to be promisirg for determining the

governing mechanisms in subcooled flow boiling, particularly near the point of net vapor generation. The data

collected by the image analysis software can be incorporated into the new models and computer codes

currently under development, witch are amed at incorporating the effect of vapor -veneration and condensation

separately.

1 INTRODUCTION

An unproved understanding of the effects of various hydrodynamics and geometric parameters on the

local phase distribution phenomena in non-equilibrium two-phase flow systems such as steady or timisient

subcooled flow boiling, is essential. Among these parameters, the dynamics of the local void distribution and

void behavior, which determine the interfacial structure and affected stability of the flow, are of major

importance. Although the subject is of interest to many applications in the power ta�iits and process industries,

more accurate models are required to predict the dynamics of void distribution in these systems. The

knowledge of void growth is also important in heat exchangers, boilers and applications where the heat

transfer rate is increased significantly by subcooled boiling.
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Accordingy, it is reported that for the two-phase bubbly flow, the same value of the void fraction may

be due to either a large number of small bubbles or a small number of large bubbles (Shoukri et al., 1991).

Since these two cases in the macro level condition differ both in the average bubble size and the interfacial

area, constitutive correlations as a unique function of the void fraction, irrespective of the heat transfer mode

per unit cell, ay be suspected. Thus some experimental results have indicated that the bubble size and shape

effect may also play an iportant role in the lateral void distribution (Shoulai et a., 199 1). V�hile are also

some studies reporting different bubble behaviors, depending on the subcoohng and velocity, and there appear

other evidences of contradicting phenomena under similar conditions. Thus, a detailed information an the

nucleation, growth, departure, and lift-off bubbles is still required to obtain mechanistic models based on

criteria for heat balance. The models of this group describe void fraction as an integral aspect of generation

condensation parts over the lngth of channel cross section.

In tis paper is dscribed the development of an iage processing tchnique for studying the dnamics

behaviors of vapor bubbles in a two-phase bubbly flow. The paper focuses on the quantitative assessment of

some basic parameters such as a local bubble size and size distribution in the range of void fraction between

0.03 < a < 007, recognized in the present state - of the- art of vapor gneration in channels as undeveloped

subcooled boiling region or "wall voidage region" (Donevsld at all 1989). The image proces methodology

is based upon the computer evaluation of high speed motion pictures of underdeveloped subcooled flow boiling

for a variety of experimental conditions. This technique has the advantage of providingg computer

measurements and etracting the bubbles of the two-phase bubbly flow. In omparison with point-by-point

measurement nd recording the bubble diameter and height from projections of the high speed images onto a

screen tis is a tremendous progress since one image typically contains more bubbles and there are a large

number of images which need to be studied. Reading the images manually is a very slow and sometimes

inaccurate process. This method appears to be promising for determine the governing mechanisms in

subcooled flow boibn& prticularly near the point of net vapor generation. Typically, the inability to

accurately predict the point of net vapor gener ation is responsible for much error in the prediction of void

fraction in subcooled flow boilingg.

The measurements mclude the lifetime of the bubble, the average distance traveled, its grorwth and

collapse and distribution of void fraction as a function of the test parameters. The stimated parameters are of

fundamental iportance in flow mdeling and development of constitutive equations for iterfacial terms in

low pressure subcooled flow boiling. The data collected by the mage analysis software can be incorporated

into the new models and computer codes currently under development, which are aimed at incorporating e

effect of vapor generation and condensation separately.
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2. EXPERIMIENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE

2.1 Test loop and test section

The objective of the experimental work was to obtain detailed measurements of void a eration

collapse, ncluding void profiles of bubble size and condensation rate during low pressure subcooling flow

boiling. Te test section was istalled in low-pressure loop in which degassed water was circulated by a pump

through preheater wich controls tenTerature to the test section and a condenser. The test section consists of

a vertical concentric annulus, Fig. 1. The 12.7 nun diameter ier tube consisted of three sections.

Accordingly, heat was generated uniforrnly in the middle section of the inner tube. Detailed of experimental

procedure and void profiles results, together with error estimation are given in previous reported work

(Donevski and Shoulai, 1989).
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the experimental test section (dimensions are in meters)

2.2. Flow Visl,21i7ntion

The flow pattern of the subcooled boiling in the vertical annular tube was observed and recorded using

a high speed cine camera positioned perpendicular to the flow direction. The camera was mounted on the

traversing table. The Hycom high speed camera was used to obtain the detailed phase distribution
characteristics at any axial location in the boiling or cond in-

ens , regions. It was capable of obtaining the

detailed phase distribution characteristics at any axial location in the boiling or condensing regions of the

channel. Because of the high frarrung rates atainable of up to eight thousand frames per second (8,000 f/sec)

it was possi to obtain inforination about void formation, bubble growth or collapse, size, position and
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velocity of the bubbles. The dails of the experimental set up for flow visualization are described by

Donevski and Shoukri 1989).

2.3. Wu acquisition and confignration of the hardware system

The data acquisition procedure consisted of playing back the recorded images on the optical video disk

recorder system. Tis procedure is termed as 'off line' imaging. The optical video disk was interfaced with a

TV monitor through an iage processor with eernal image memory and micro compt"r. 7he 16mm igh

speed motion test iages werefirst converted to an NTSC video image by the tele-cine converter on a S-VHS

video tape. The video fi-ames have a 0.0005 (0.5ms) second frame interval. Once the film was converted,

di zation of the filmed irnages vath the digital image alv7in system was undertaken by the Institute ofgiti 9

Industrial Science of the University of Tokyo.
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Fig, 2 Components of the Flow Visualization and

Image Processing System

The components of the hardware system are shown in the fow diagram of Fig. 2 Images r rded on

S-VHS are transmitted to an optical disk recorder system a SONY CVS-5000, SONY VR-500, Aith 48,000
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f/sec capability. The recorded optical data are then converted into an analog signal and stored into an image

frame memory of the iage processor system as a digital signal in a form of an array of 512x480 picture

elements (pixels) of eight bits. Individual pixels are each eight bits deep, providing 256 levels of ey scale.

This means that each picture appears as a pixel matrix in wch the color of each pixel can be represented by

one of two to the eighth power 2') possible ay t es. The iage processor is directly onnected to the host

computer by a GPEB multibus interface, therefore aowing fast direct communication. The processing of the

digitized picture is then carried out by the host computer using the digitize frame memory interactively for

pixel aocation. The video fraines stored in an iage file on the optical disk can be selected and replayed by

command from the host computer and sent to the image processor. The iage is then displayed on' a SONY

analog monitor with a resolution of 1000 lines per inch. The digitization of the images are successively

performed in real time by the image processor, then fiii-ther data reduction is carried out. The optical disk

recorder and the image processor are interfaced with the host cornputer as well. The iage acquisition and

reduction are executed automatically by the original computer programs, hich are written in Turbo Pascal.

2.4. Experimental condition and image processing

following quantities have been measured in a test section: mass flux kghn2 s), heatflux. (W in"),

the wall temperature T. e Q the luid pressure kPa), the volume void fraction x (%), irdet temperature T.

Q, and iet subcooling Tb eQ. The experimental parameters are given in previous reported research

(Donevski and Shoulcri, 1989).

Local bubble motion and size distribution in both the boiling and condensing regions at the test section

are the pimary variables to be measured, and these variables are measured from the iniages by object counting

algorithms. These algorithms work by dtecting the edges of the bubbles, identifying them as individual objects

and measuring their sizes. Various techniques involved in image processing their irMortance in the current

application and their effects on the bubble size have been applied in his study-

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The present study consists priniarily of developing the appropriate sequence of image processing

algorithms and subsequently eploying the technique to extract flow data. The data that were measured nd

processed are then presented and discussed in the next section.

3.1. Image Processing Algoridims

Ar! example of a digitized bubble iage of the flow boilinga region for mass flux G-- 0384 kg/(m2 s)

and heat flux q = 9 1. 9 104 W/M2 ) at p=1.21 bar, T., =105 C wch is to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 3.
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I-buble 2-heating surface Preference point

Fig. 3 An ex;ample of bubble iage FA

The image is treated as a dynarnic some which is composed of moving regions; main stream and

bubble growing, detaching, flowing and ollapsing, and stationary regions represented by the hot surface of the

tube and the reference point. In every iin�age there were bubbles away from the hearing surface but within the

depth of the field- Their point of origin could not be precisely determined. Therefore, oy vapor bubbles in

which a sequence of at least three images emerge from a known nucleation site. As it can be seen from the

image, the moving bubbles have bright spots on their surface. Their degrees of grayness are also differentand

the edges of the bubbles are not clearly visible. Nevertheless, the gray level of the hot surface and the

reference point do not change from frame-to-frame mid can be used as a valid reference for the moving egion.

Since each bubble varies in size, its shape and grayness are changing with time, and simple detection

techniques are inadequate. Furthermore, since some of the bubbles may coalesce and form larger more

complex bubble shapes, it is difficult to expect any shape detection techniques to be effective for these bubble

configurations. Because of the variation of the bubble size and growing process, the image processing method

proposed here is based on the detaching and tracing of the edges of the bubbles and their background. This

approach is not sensitive to the size of each bubble, but is dependent on the time interval between the different

images. The following stages for image processing and analysis were carried out in tis approach:

I - Pre-processing (production of the background iniage, pre-processing of bubble iniages and noise reduction),

H - Set up of the coordinates, M- mage adjustment, and IV- Bubble extraction.

It is very difficult to extract the edges of the bubbles directly, due to their varying differences of

gayness and different interference of the images. Therefore, some Te-processmg procedures must be

executed before the extraction of the bubble eckes. The details of these procedures are already discussed 

previous reported paper (DonevsId at all., 1995).
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4. PROCESSING PROCEDURE

4.1 Bubble image adjusfanent

In the experimental images, the bubbles appear as dark objects over a lighter backgr-ourtd. Because of

the light eflection in ilumination dunng the visualization of the flow, the bubbles have bright spots on their

surface. As can be seen from Fig. 4 each bubbl e has dark and bright pixels over the lighter and nonuniform

background. Furthermore, the pixels of the internal reflection regions located on the bubble surfaces have

brighter spots with igher gray levels than the backgrourid. However, not only is the g7ay level distribution

inside the bubble confusing, but also the size, shape and density variation of the bubble as the shape of the

bright spas 1mge irregWarly from frame-to-fi-ame.

Fig. 4 An example of density distribution of
bubble image

Numerous techniques for edge tection have been developed in the past, Gonzalez and Wurtz (1 987),

Lunde and Perkins 1995), and Zun et all. 1995). Nevertheless, sii-nple shape detection techniques such as the

edge detection by image enhancement, tmplate matchinc, or chain coding analysis could not be adopted here.

If the simple enhancement techniques are applied to detect the bubble image, it is extremely difficult to obLain

the bubble plane area. Because of the complicated composition of the bubble images, the image should first be

adjusted before processing it further. The first step in the pocess of.image adjustment is to subtract the

background non-uniformity from the bubble image. The subtracting, peration between the background image
FA and the bubble' ge B. is created by the following express'

inia. g ion:

GB = FB - FAI (1)

FM. 5. shows the bubble I ge GB performed after the subtraction operation. The value of ths

expression is determined by the gray evel disti-ibution Within the measured region. Since the pixels of the
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bubble have lower and higher gray levels than the level of the background pixels, the image GB takes the

absolute value. However, the pixels near the transition of the edge of the bright bubble spots and the pixels

near the bubble boundary have lower gray level than the other part of the bubble pixels. In other words,

boundary pixels normally have lower gray level gradient values than other pixels. Since the gray level of the

bubble changes irregularly, any threshold value is not useful here to connect all the bubble regions

automatically or to predict their boundaries. Because of ts, an enhancement procedure was applied to

intensify the dark pixels. For this operation a non-linear fter is used to enhance the image GB. The

enhanced image DGB is added to the iage GB by the following expression:

Gob, CTB+DGE (2)

The procedure is continuously repeated to obtain the sitable pixel densities of the bubble region.

Fi& 5. Resulting bubble iage GB after substractim
operation

The objective of this operadori is not only to reveal the intensity vanation present in the image, but

also to emove or to reduce low intensity noise such as out-of-focus. bubbles. Furthermore, the background

noise is not constant from one image to the other and hence the background subtraction alone does not clean

the image etirely.

The noise of the image GB was also reduced by applying the median filter. The processing operations

described so far, namely image subtraction, == enhancement and median fter suppressed different types

and levels of noise, bit at the same time reduced the actual size of the bubble. At the same time, a histogram

and density conversion of the iage GBi are conducted to expand the range of dynamics of the bubble image

density as follows. Atfirst, the density level of the bubble image GB, changes to subtract a uniform density

value to the image Gbi as follows:

di'= (doij - oc), < di < 25 5 (3)

if di, < di = 

di, >255 dij = 255
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where, doij is the pixel density of the image Gbi and x the subtraction density.

Fig. 6 (a) iustrates the dnsity histogram Gbi. The first and second peak of the histogram correspond

to the heater and background, respectively. Here, the value of a is determined as 70 referred by the density

histogram. The next step is the expansion of the density level. The image density after subtraction is expanded

as follows:

Dij = dij x 0 < dij > 255 (4)

if Di, j < Dij = 

Di, j > 255 Di = 255

Here, the value of is selected as 3 As a result of ties density conversion, the dynainics range of the bubble

image density was expanded, and the bubble boundary extracts more accurately.

.........................
0 70 253 Dmm�r T 196

(a) - Density histogram of Gbi (b - Expansion of image density

Fig, 6.(a and b) Density conversion of bubble image Gbi

4.2 Bubble Extraction

Having enhanced the images to significantly improve their visual quality a segmaitation tedisfique

called thresholding is used to clearly identify objects and their size. The process of thresholding is used for

achieving of contrast manipulation.; however, it is not designed to enhance contrast in the sense discussed

earlier. Instead, it segments the iages into two classes defined by a single gray level threshold.

The next step in the deteimination of the bubble w=action is the operation of thresholdin& Ihe bnary

value of pixel Dbij is given as follows:

Dbi, j = 1, Dij > T (5)

0, Di, j < T

where Di, is the gray level of any pixel of the converted density bubble iage, and T is the threshold value.

An adequate gray level of threshold is selected by the interactive operation. Here, the value of T is determined

as 196. However, the problem is to define the regions of the pixels near the bubble interface and near the
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interf�ce of the brieht spot on the bubble, because of the wide range of density of pixel distribution. The values

of the density of the pixels of the bubble nterface and of the spot interface are nearly equal with the density

value of the background. It is necessary to select the threshold level very carefully because of the very delicate

nature of the process. The bubble iritexface can be cut up or connected only by the difference of a few levels of

density of the threshold value. For example, the density of the boundary near the bright spot is about 196, and

the density of the background is about 201. In the previous reported research (Donevski, 1995), several

automatic thresholding techniques on the bubble image had already been applied but it was not possible

automatically to detect the bubble boundary, including the bubble boundary near the briebt spot on the bubble.

To make the connecting process of the boundary an automatic is very complex and difficult If an aftempt is

made to cut the boundary line, it is probably cut ten or more boundary pixels will be cut as well

simultaneously. Therefore, in tis case, the threshold level was determined manually as the iterative operation.

Once the value of the threshold is determined, it can be used for the series of images with the same

experimental conditions.

Small noise effects wich may appear on the image can be reduced by the distance transformation of

the binary iniage compression ad dilation. This process may be overcome to some xtent, by smoothening the

slight roughness on the bubble image boundary. Then the boundary coordinates of the bubbles are extracted

by the border following the tedufique along each corinected components of the bubble iage. The connectivity

mentioned above is according to 8-connectivity sense. The bight spots of the bubble surface on the adjusted

image, must also be removed before any statistical analysis is taken. They can be removed by the method

proposed elow. In the process of removing the spots of the bubbles, the interior pixels are identified with 

gray level value, and the pixels of the bubble as gray level value. If a pixel with a gray level is found, then

it is substituted with I gray level value. By the substitution of all bright pixels, the spot of the bubble surface

is removed.

4.3. Shape of Bubble

During the growing period the bubbles slide along the wall. Fig 7 illustrates examples of shapes of a

sliding bubble at lquid mass flux of G-0.384 Ocg/fi? s). At the point of detadiment, the shape of the bubble

resemble a tear drop. In the condensation region after detadunent, the bubble shape become highly irregular.

Similar qualitative observation on bubble shape changes were also previously reported Bibeau et al., 1994).

The change is manifested in the riarrowing of the gap between the wall and the end of the sliding bubble, and

there is an increased convection heat transfer at the wall caused by the displacement of the bubble.
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Fig 7 Change in bubble shape during its Fig, 8. Individual bubble paths
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4.4. Bubble Detachment

High speed photography results show that the growing bubble starts to slide ang the wall and

eventu;illy is rapid by ected into the core flow and continues to move uatil it ollapses. However, some

bubbles detach from the heated surface and seep in the core flow, moving along the wall rcondensing

slowly in the core flow, as shows the trajectory pattern of the individual bubble in Fig. 8. This also can be

concluded fiam the observations obtained from the work of Bibeau et al., 1994), that there are two different

bubble detachments during the bubble growing cycle: detachment from the nucleation site when the bubble

starts to slide, and the later detaclunent from the wall, when the bubble is rapid by ejected into the flow. Fig, 9

and 10 illustrate the bubble velocity and bubble path for experimerital test conditions.

2 15 2 -
drug ejection
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9
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Fig. 9 BubbIe velocity for test conditions Fig. 10. Bubble path, bubble growth rate
and ebullition cycle
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

An iage processing technique was ernployed III the current study to understand the effects of various

hydrodynarrucs and geometric parameters on local phase distributions phenomena in non-equilibnum two-

phaseflow systems. VVhile image processing has been employed extensively in velocimetry, its application to

explain the two-phase flow phenomena is new. The present study consists of developing the technique and

using it to extract phase distribution data. This technique presents an advantage of providing measurements

and extracting the bubbles of the two-phase bubbly low compared with the traditionally used methods: point

by point measurement techriique or digitization. ne unage processing method proposed in ts study is based

on the detachment and tracing of the edges of the bubbles and their background. The onclusions are

summarized below.

(1) High speed photographic results show different behaviors of the bubbles. Some bubbles slide along the

waU and detach by a rapid ejection into the flow. The motion of these bubbles ito the luid core causes a

Violent agitation of the liquid near the heated surface. It is also noted that some bubbles detach the surface and

sweep downstream and recondense slowly in the bulk flow. This difference in bubble behavior indicates that

the eection mechanism is influenced by hydrodynamics or thermal conditions and will be of interest for further

study.

(ii). For the flow conditions experimentally investigated, the overwhelming majority of the bubbles leave the

nucleation sites by sliding a finite distance aong the heating surface, hbng off the wall.

The results can be utili zed in explaining the mechanism of suboDoled nucleate flow boiling especially

in determining the dnamics of the local void distribution and void behavior, particularly, near the point of net

vapor generation. he values of the bubble size and shape, interfacial area, information, about void formation,

bubble growth or collapse and its size and position as well as the velocity of the bubbles for particular

conditions, are also evaluated.
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NOMENCLATURE

d - density level of the bubble image
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Di. - image density

Dij - gray level of any pixel

1, y distance (nun)

r - bubble radius (nun)

t- time (ms)

T - threshold value

u, v - bubble velocity (m/s)

Symbols

o - volume void fraction

Subscripts

G - growing

L - leaving
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